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How the G2 Connector App + LeanData Integration Works

1. A potential customer conducts research on G2.
2. G2 defines the visitor’s company information in the Buyer Intent report.
3. LeanData uses it’s fuzzy matching algorithm to auto-match the identification 

information with an existing account in Salesforce
a. Further workflows can be configured in LeanData, such as Lead and Account routing or 

notifications to the account owners based off of visits.
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Authenticate G2 and LeanData

The API requires an authentication token for access. Check with your System Admin to verify 
that G2 and LeanData have authenticated tokens. If not:

● For G2: If you do not current have the Salesforce app, reach out to your Account Manager 
letting them know you're interested. If you have the app, make sure it is installed and 
configured.

● For LeanData: Click into your LeanData homepage and authorize from there.
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Authenticate G2 and LeanData

● Once you have completed the previous steps, contact G2 and 
LeanData at g2crowd@leandatainc.com. 
○ Use the subject: Provision G2-LeanData Integration
○ Provide the Salesforce Instance ID

● Determine which user completed the 'Connect the API' step of 
the G2 app installation. Once that has been determined, provide 
class access to the LeanData API for the relevant Profile in 
Salesforce.

● To provide the class access: 
○ Navigate to Setup
○ Click into Users 
○ Click into Profile and find the Profile of the user you used to set up 

the G2 Crowd integration 
(whether that was yours or a specific integration user)

○ Edit Apex Class Access 
○ Find 'LeanData.LeanDataAPI' and add to the Profile

● Confirm when done and the G2/LeanData teams will turn things 
on from there!

mailto:g2crowd@leandatainc.com
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Notes About the G2 and LeanData Integration

● There is a limit of 10 calls per second of 
prolonged activity.

● There is a limit of 100 calls per second of 
burst activity.

● The average response time is ~1 second.

● Salesforce limits the API calls per 24-hour 
period.
○ If you know your Salesforce edition, 

view your organization’s API limit here.
○ If not, check Salesforce > Setup > 

Company Information > API Requests

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.salesforce_app_limits_cheatsheet.meta/salesforce_app_limits_cheatsheet/salesforce_app_limits_platform_api.htm

